THE  FATIMTD  CALIPHATE	t>f>
in succeeding years, and related by Maqrizi,1 proved in-
effectual. We even hear of a tumult of a group of bankers
or money-changers in Cairo, which ensued in 973 as a result
of his new measures. It would seem that Jewish money-
changers of Cairo also played a part in it.2
Ya'qtib b. Killis and *Asluj b. Hasan were far more
successful in this regard. Their reform, of which many parallel
accounts exist, consisted in accepting none hut Mu'izzi
dinars in payment at the revenue offices.3 The object of this
measure was no doubt to stabilize the Mueizzi dinar for the
purpose of increasing the state revenues. At the same time it
necessarily resulted in a skimp of the Hadi dinar, which is
said to have depreciated by one-third of its value. The value
of the stabilized Mu'izzi dinar was henceforth 15J dinars.4
This reform resulted in great losses for the common people,
it is true, but it was in the interest of the state and of sound
financial adrninistration. The reason why increased revenues
were so necessary is as follows : al-Mufizz had spent his
entire fortune upon the Egyptian campaign,5 but had hoped
to find stored-up treasures in the conquered territory with
which to recoup himself. Being disappointed in this
expectation the Fatirm'd administration had to look about for
other sources of money, and the currency reform, we are
explicitly told, was designed to fill the exchequer " in order
to cover the vast amounts spent by al-Mu'izz upon Egypt."
The sources cannot praise too highly the success of this
method of procuring funds. Enormous sums are said to have
1 Maqnzi, ii, 6 ;   cf. Itti'az, p. 80, &-12 ;   87, 11 ff.
1 The name of the market official -who had to interfere was Stdayman b.
•Ushara. He punished some of the money-changers and decreed that Jews
must wear special badges; cf. Jtti«o?, 78.
s Ibn, Mttyassar, p. 45 ;   Maqiizi, lUi'az, 97.
4	According to Maqrizd, Shudhur, p. 11, L 19 ff., the depreciation was
more than a quarter of value.
5	A-n official of the treasury, 'wishing to convey an idea of the cost of the
expedition,  tells   how the troops entering iFnsta^ included two  n^.in'^s,
each laden with two boxes of empty money-bags.  Their contents bad been
eaten up by the supplies and wages of the troops.

